
FINAL OPTICS DISSEMINATION EVENT 
Is safety research making us safer?
Presenters from the European Commission, EASA, FAA, SESAR, the European Passenger Federation, 
Future Sky Safety and EUROCONTROL, along with representatives from the main segments of 
the aviation spectrum – airlines, airports, air traffic organisations, and airframe manufacturers – 
addressed this key question. Speakers highlighted some of the key research results and ongoing 
research activities that aim to ensure we not only remain the safest mode of transport, but also 
continue to improve safety even as capacity and aerial vehicle diversity increase.

Furthermore, this two-day event summarised the four years 
of OPTICS research, including the recent assessment of over 
100 R&D safety projects occurring at national level in Eu-
rope, and the early results from analysis of global aviation 
safety research activities.
Key safety research projects were presented, including the 
integration of RPAS/Drones into civil airspace and the re-
sulting top ten priority issues from the April 2017 OPTICS 
workshop on Design for Resilience and Survivability.

The ‘OPTICS story’ was told, alongside the unveiling of the 
brand new ACARE Strategic Research and Innovation Agen-
da for Safety and Security.
Finally, the future need for closer integration of safety and 
security research was discussed.
Overall, the conference provided a precious opportunity to 
gain an overarching view of the best of aviation safety re-
search, and the challenges that remain to guide us to a safer 
air transport system-of- systems all the way to 2050.
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“Are we doing the right safety 
research?” Broadly speaking, 
the answer is “yes”, but OPTICS 
has identified issues 
and bottlenecks.”

Welcome by Mr. Philippe Merlo 
Director of Air Traffic Management, EUROCONTROL 

Philippe opened the final OPTICS event, reminding attendees that OPTICS asked a simple but 
challenging question: “Are we doing the right safety research?” Broadly speaking, the answer is 
“yes”, but OPTICS has identified issues & bottlenecks. For various reasons, good research is not 
necessarily picked up by industry. He noted that we can and must do better. Philippe extended a 
warm welcome to the FAA, industry representatives, research establishments, and universities, and 
highlighted the presence for the very first time of the European Passengers’ Federation. He wished 
participants every success in identifying ways forward that will continue to keep our skies safe, and 
even make us safer.

The future of European aviation safety research
Pablo Perez-Illana, European Commission

Pablo reminded participants that air traffic basically doubles every 15 years. Even though we have 
seen a sharp decrease in the accident rate since the ‘60s, we can now wonder whether we are not 
reaching the ‘safety asymptote’. Moreover, as far as the number of on-board fatalities is concerned, 
the decrease is clearly not so sharp. There are issues beyond the Commercial Air Transport category 
which also need to be addressed as shown in EASA's Annual Safety Review. Safety cannot be 
isolated from the broader global picture; we need a holistic perspective as passengers and goods 
from any one country fly all over the world. 

Safety rests on three pillars: Regulation, Human Performance and Technology. Research & 
Innovation can underpin these three pillars. The EU Aviation Strategy was published at the end of 
2015 together with the Commission proposal for the new EASA Regulation, expected to be adopted 
in the next semester. In previous Framework Programmes, the scale of funding for explicit aviation 
safety research projects used to be about 20 Million EUR annually but in Horizon 2020, this has been 
reduced to about 15 Million EUR every 2 years. This has led to a reduction of projects funded and it 
is linked to the shift of budget to large Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) such as Clean Sky 2 and 

Are we now reaching the "safety 
asymptote"?

Safety rests on three pillars: 
Regulation, Human Performance 
and Technology.
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Large-scale programmes 
(e.g. SESAR, Clean Sky) are better 
at achieving implementation 
but smaller-scale projects are 
more innovative. We need a 
healthy balance.

SESAR 2020. Over the years we have also seen an increase in international cooperation projects for 
safety research, helping to do more with less and to accelerate the uptake at international level.

Recent DG MOVE / EASA studies have addressed some urgent needs for research such as in the 
areas of Health & Environment (cabin air quality), Operations (flight time limitations) and Safety 
(transport of lithium-ion batteries). Ongoing discussions about Horizon 2020 WP 2018-2020 point 
in the direction of icing (expectedly in the context of international cooperation), drones (safety 
of drones and drone use for transport safety) and human factors (including synergies with other 
transport modes). 

As far as budget is concerned, in addition to the  bottom-up approach of the aviation part of Horizon 
2020 work-program and the top-down approach of the large aviation PPPs (Clean Sky 2 and SESAR 
2020), there is also funding available from areas beyond aviation (fuel cells, energy, space, ICT, etc.). 
What the future holds for FP9 is uncertain, and stakeholders are welcome to provide their input to 
the Commission. It is particularly relevant to reflect on how to ensure a proper prioritisation, funding 
and governance of explicit aviation safety research in different scenarios, in particular in case of 
future PPPs with an even larger share of the total EU research budget devoted to aviation.  Pablo 
concluded he strongly believed that collaborative research & innovation coupled with international 
cooperation and quicker uptake would lead to "safer planes for a safer planet".

The OPTICS Story
Barry Kirwan, OPTICS Coordinator

Barry started by paying tribute to Dave Young, his former EUROCONTROL colleague who initiated the 
OPTICS project. After a short video presenting the project, he pointed out that the OPTICS methodology 
is based on 80% bottom-up approach with the collection, assessment & moderation of projects and 
20% dedicated to asking experts’ opinions via dedicated workshops. OPTICS reviewed safety relevant 
projects against the 10 Safety Enablers described in the ACARE Strategic Research & Innovation Agenda.

Each project analysis was based on 3 criteria: coverage of capability, maturity and ease of adoption 
(economic, legal, and organisational). Barry presented a high level view of where we’re making 
progress (the good), where we’re not (the bad) and where we have some structural issues (the ugly).
Results of the 4 yearly workshops held by OPTICS were also introduced and some of the research 
priorities have already been picked up by recent calls. In conclusion, Barry indicated that:
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Ongoing discussions about 
Horizon 2020 WP 2018-2020 
point in the direction of icing, 
drones and human factors.

Not all good research gets implemented, some gets recycled. As a 
consequence, we need a smarter R&D business model.

We need more airlines participating in safety research (Barry highlighted 
the participation of both KLM and DLH at this OPTICS event).

Large-scale programmes (e.g. SESAR, Clean Sky) are better at achieving 
implementation but smaller-scale projects are more innovative. We need a 
healthy balance.

Multi-modal transport research is not yet happening. It needs to and we 
can learn from other transport modes.

Research is playing ‘catch-up’ with RPAS. Personal vehicles are coming 
next. More disruptive technologies are on their way. We need a more agile 
safety research process.

Passengers are now as concerned by Security as they are by Safety. 
These domains need to move closer. 
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ASIAS can provide insight into 
emerging risks and is utilised 
before every major airspace 
reorganization.

How do we “un-teach” pilots for 
safety reasons? 

There is now an app on smart 
phones for taxiing clearances. 
We should be looking at how we 
can improve our usage of tools. 

Technology from outside 
aviation is having an impact 
in the cockpit.

The NextGen contribution to the near and mid-term safety
Steve Bradford, FAA

Steve noted that what he was presenting at this OPTICS event was a personal opinion on certain 
tools and not necessarily an FAA one. 

ACAS-X has been around since 1957 and was designed for collision avoidance only, not as an 
Air Traffic Control tool (as it was not conceived to warn of an impending loss of separation). As a 
consequence, it sometimes generates unnecessary nuisance for the controller. ACAS-Xu is designed 
for unmanned aircraft as an optimized Detect & Avoid solution.

ASIAS (Aviation Safety Information & Sharing) through directed studies can provide insight into 
emerging risks. ASIAS compiles protected data from partners (indispensable for Just Culture) 
and ASIAS is utilised before every major airspace reorganization.

ADS-B was initially developed for the air side but is now also used for surface management on 
airports. This means that aircraft transponders should stay turned on while taxiing which has 
proved to be an issue for some pilots as their training was to turn it off just after landing. How do 
we “un-teach” pilots for safety reasons? ADS-B has also been implemented for Search & Rescue 
operations in the Gulf of Mexico where there are over 4000 oil platforms.

WITC (Weather Technology In the Cockpit) is an example of crowdsourcing weather visibility via various 
cameras (including traffic cameras) to educate pilots and drive the market to implement such a device. 

The global environment is changing for aviation safety. Accidents used to happen to young and 
inexperienced pilots but now, millennials are not really attracted to piloting and we have an increase in 
issues with older, over confident pilots. We are starting to have health issues in the cockpit. Technology 
from outside aviation is also having an impact. There is now an app on smart phones for taxiing 
clearances. We should be looking at how we can improve our usage of tools. What else can we do 
to leverage other people’s applications, i-Pads & new tools? We need to define performance standards 
for the information in the flight deck. 

www.optics-project.eu
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The SESAR contribution to the near and mid-term safety
Pierre Andribet, EUROCONTROL

Pierre reminded the audience that the first phase of SESAR started in 2009 and finished in 2016. 
We’re now just starting SESAR 2020. He presented the 6 KPIs for SESAR and highlighted the link 
between 2 specific ones: improve safety by a factor 3-4 while allowing a two-fold increase in 
traffic at network level. In addition, SESAR has KPIs on operational efficiency, cost efficiency, the 
environment and security. 

The SESAR Safety Reference Material for safety assessment from the definition phase to the pre-
industrialization phase includes the following:

SESAR 1 has delivered over 60 solutions, some having a positive impact on safety as 
assessed by the OPTICS evaluation and others which are safety neutral. One SESAR solution 
presented by Pierre as having safety benefit is Conflicting ATC Clearances (CATC) which 
should lead to a 5% reduction in the number of runway incursions. The deployment of 
this R&D solution will be done via the SESAR Pilot Common Projects implementation. 
In the case of CATC, implementation date is before 01 January 2021 for 24 airports. 
Another discussed SESAR solution is Multiple Remote Tower which is safety neutral.  
The Safety criteria for each solution are defined to satisfy the high level safety target, and all 
the different SESAR 2020 solutions have to be developed and validated to satisfy their Safety 
criteria. SESAR 2020 considers the integration of all vehicles including RPAS, helicopters, etc. 
However, there needs to be a new safety approach for drones as the current Risk Models are 
not really representative of these new emerging risks. For helicopter, IFR operations (Low level 
route, Point in Space) risk models need to be reviewed as well.

Morning Panel discussion: 
What are the key issues leading to the mid-term?
Questions were raised from the floor regarding the conflicting requirements: need for more 
safety, strong budgetary constraints, and the fact that we may be reaching the ‘safety asymptote’. 

The need to address a rapidly changing landscape with new safety challenges brought by new 
actors was discussed. Only a year ago, there were no drones on airports and now there are requests 
to use them for aircraft inspection, runway inspection, police duties, etc. We definitely need to 
become more agile and change our ways of working. We will need to build new partnerships with 
new actors which may be disruptive for the development lifecycle.

Remote Towers were initially to be used in low traffic areas, but now London City has announced 
their plan to go for a remote tower operated from Swanwick. This changes the picture, and could 
lead to more remote facilities. 

Improve safety by a factor 
3-4 while allowing a two-fold 
increase in traffic.

∙ Broader safety approach 
  (the ‘success approach’ in addition to the failure approach).

∙ Risk modelling (to set Safety Criteria, determine Risk Classification 
   Scheme and Severity Classification Scheme, etc.),

∙ System engineering

∙ Human Factors integration in safer design
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We need to become more 
agile and change our ways of 
working. We need to build new 
partnerships with new actors.
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Questions were raised on security and its impact on safety, which is beginning to be addressed 
by ACARE WG4. Even though there is a new focus on cyber-security, for the time being there is 
no integrated safety & security approach.

Regarding UAS communications, it is still unclear whether they should be using their own 
communication pipe or that of ATM. How will the data be transmitted to the operator and 
between the operator & the vehicle(s)? How are we going to certify this? There are both safety 
& security implications. 

KLM, PANSA and Embraer confirmed that both safety & security are now integrated in their 
companies. To highlight the main difference between safety and security, if you take the 
example of intentional GPS jamming which is a security threat, it is impossible to quantify the 
probability of this whereas safety considers quantitative probabilities. It might be easier to fast-
track research for safety but not necessarily for security.

The final conclusion of the discussion was that we can no longer keep looking inside; we need 
to involve other stakeholders.

For the time being there is no 
integrated safety & security 
approach.

KLM, PANSA and Embraer 
confirmed that both safety & 
security are now integrated in 
their companies.
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Safety management of 
multi-modal transport remains 
unaddressed.

Sharing data between 
stakeholders is a top priority.

We must be cautious of blind 
trust in big data.

More work is required on 
environmental (weather-related) 
threats:  ice, volcanic ash, fog, 
wind shear and thunderstorms.

Are we ready for System-Wide Safety Management? 
Joram Verstraeten, NLR

For many companies in aviation a Safety Management System is mandatory. Yet, it is not fully 
developed  when we look at the research for the ACARE System-Wide SMS enabler. In particular, Safety 
management of multi-modal transport remains unaddressed. As far as Safety Radar is concerned, 
there are still missing elements such as behaviour analysis of specific stakeholders and of airport use. 
In the area of Forensic analysis, new sensor technology to capture key safety data is not yet addressed.

Proposed research streams were introduced as well as a few results for priorities from the dedicated 
workshop. Sharing data between stakeholders is a top priority and brings along challenges 
(harmonization, quality assurance, traceability of data, security, etc.). Big data is not the answer 
to all our questions and ‘Hard data’ (accidents and incidents) need to be tempered by expertise and 
qualitative data to determine our true risk levels and priorities.

Joram concluded that we are ready for System-Wide Safety Management and we can even set 
some first steps towards multi-modal safety managements. But we must be cautious of blind 
trust in big data, and not lose sight of the overall context - in the end we need to improve safety.
Participants highlighted that research funding to discover the unknown risk is difficult as most of 
the time funding is reactive to events. Personal vehicles should be assessed. Where are the gaps in 
the data which should be collected in order to discover the next accident? We also need to look at 
what went well instead of focusing on what went wrong in line with Safety II.

Are we designing for Resilience? 
Richard Shepherd, Rolls-Royce

Richard reported that this ACARE enabler covers a very broad range of capabilities and projects 
(80 projects in total), with approximately 50% contributing to improved resilience through new 
technologies. There are already some good practices: for example, SESAR SRM ensures feedback 
into the design process. Unfortunately, SESAR only focuses on ATM, so we should enlarge the 
scope to the whole air transport system. Both the OPTICS bottom-up and top-down assessment 
approaches identified that more work is required on environmental (weather-related) threats: ice, 
volcanic ash, fog, wind shear and thunderstorms. 
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We need to develop models 
of distributed and dynamic 
situation awareness for fully-
integrated RPAS/UAS systems. 

Two significant findings are that:

Are we tackling the emerging operational challenges? 
Pierre Bieber, ONERA

All the major topics of this enabler are well covered but, we need to improve the coverage of global 
risks and improve the adoption of research results via the involvement of operators in research 
projects.  In particular there needs to be more work on search and rescue, and commercial space 
operations are not yet addressed. By contrast, OPTICS has recently found strong support via research 
at the national level in several European companies working on system health management 
technologies.

New research streams should focus on new sensor technologies and mission planning for adverse 
weather situations, as well as more research on system reconfiguration and self-healing materials 
for aircraft systems. Additionally, for weather projects there is a need to bring together the 
different weather research streams at some point in the near future, so that weather can be tackled 
collectively with operators. Last, there is a need to develop models of distributed and dynamic 
situation awareness for fully-integrated RPAS/UAS systems. 

Opportunity exists to change the mindset at the design stage of a product, to 
adopt a basic principle that no single failure leads to a hazard, by creating successive 
barriers to hazards, as is done in some other industries (e.g. nuclear power)
Extend systematic methods to ensure safety analysis is fed back to the 
design process to all parts of the Aviation Transport System, and systematic 
methods to ensure safety analysis to use the vast datasets produced by flight 
data monitoring (FDM) for safety.  

www.optics-project.eu
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Cyber-security is a 
transversal concern. 

Make full potential of 
cross-domain synergies.

Embraer vision for aviation safety research
Ricardo Reis, Embraer

Originally from Brazil, Embraer has a presence in Portugal since 2012 (through an Engineering and 
Technology Center, a Center of Excellence Metallic Structures and a Center of Excellence Composite 
Structures). It also has units in France and its corporate office is in the Netherlands. Since FP6, 
Embraer has a long history of cooperation with Europe on many research projects (e.g. project 
DIANA). Ricardo underlined that Embraer collaborated, for instance, during FP7 on Itaka (biofuels), 
Karyon (autonomous transport system), Novemor (morphing). In H2020 it is a partner of Future Sky 
Safety and SCOTT (Secure Connected Trustable Things – cybersecurity relevance). In Future Sky Safety, 
Embraer has been contributing on composites flammability. Embraer has also collaborated elsewhere 
on ICE (Ice Protection Systems, with collaborative projects in electrothermal, and nanotechnologies or 
coatings - some of these with DLR, in Europe). Cyber-security is a transversal concern and SCOTT is an 
example of a project that bundles the European key players from several industrial domains including 
building and home / smart infrastructure, automotive, aeronautics, rail, and health to make full 
potential of cross-domain synergies and to strengthen Europe's position in the emerging technology 
field of a secure Internet of Things.

Possible areas for cooperation with Europe on Embraer’s side, either directly or as OEM, include: 
materials & structures, icing, data science for safety, operation and cyber. As a conclusion, Ricardo 
mentioned that aviation safety community needs to:
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Increase its understanding of underlying physical mechanisms and develop 
better simulation tools;

Strive for efficiency in the certification and standards;

Leverage technology – e.g., Big Data - to deal with increasing challenges.
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Is the safety curve flattening, 
are we improving fast enough 
in view of a doubling of traffic 
every 15 years?

Systems are now so reliable 
that there is a real issue in 
training for failure. 

How Airbus research aims to make future flight even safer
Pascal Traverse, Airbus

Pascal began by reminding the audience that aviation is safe and improving. Innovation is bringing 
safety if we look at the improvements brought between the 2nd, 3rd and 4th generation of aircraft. 
But more can be done: sharing the information on contaminated runways with other planes, 
for example. Moreover, if we look at safety improvements: is the safety curve flattening, are we 
improving fast enough in view of a doubling of traffic every 15 years?

Airbus organizes a yearly conference to identify the bigger threats, and have highlighted at their 
latest edition: training, weather, safety data and safety enhancement promotion as themes to 
tackle urgently. These results are, of course, shared with EASA.

Questions from the floor covered active side-stick & bird-scaring equipment. The conclusion was 
that what will be the future threat is clearly not easy to predict, but crew selection/training has 
been identified as an issue, as we will need to select and train a vast number of new pilots. Another 
area where research is needed is to reduce workload in case of crisis on board, avoiding any instant 
reaction from the pilot (startle effect), leaving the pilot time to understand the situation so that 
he or she can analyse it. Systems are now so reliable that there is a real issue in training for failure. 
Pilotless cockpit remains a public acceptance issue, even though several OPTICS event participants 
declared they were ready to fly an aircraft with no pilot on board.
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We used to be the leading edge 
of IT and now we are trailers...

The only way to predict the 
future is to invent the future!

Panel discussion: Is Flightpath 2050 the right vision?
The following highlight the key discussion topics during the Panel Session of the first day. 

Do we need to change our research business model? Are the FlightPath 2050 safety goals attainable? 

As a sector, we used to be the leading edge of IT and now we are trailers…

When all actors are in the same programme, they are motivated at high level. Having all the actors 
with each one bringing their own expertise will improve the situation. The public will not accept a 
degradation of safety,  there can be no doubling of accidents (e.g. absolute number).

10-7 target can be achieved with the current technology but human beings should be prepared for the 
unexpected. Economical pressure prevents us from achieving the ACARE goals.

EASA is helping to set up the best standards for all players. The issue is applying these standards outside 

Europe (e.g. developing regions). The current targets seem to be reasonable ambitions for the actors.

The fact that EASA is getting more involved in long-term research added to the close cooperation of 
manufacturers, operators & universities,  will improve safety.

There is a need for risk-based rulemaking.
There is a need to improve research communication to make aviation stakeholders understand why 
research is done the way it is. 

The Flightpath 2050 goals are achievable but most of all inspirational. The Framework 
Programme 9 evaluation process needs to be easier and the future EC Research programme 
should help build bridges with other geographical regions (e.g. US & Asia). Europe must be a 
lighthouse for the rest of the world. Africa could well leap-frog our errors. We should improve the 
way the different business models go together. The human interface needs to be improved.

H2020 already includes Commissioner Moedas’ vision to open to the rest of the world. There is a profound 
desire for the inclusion of all stakeholders and international cooperation has been getting stronger for 
the past few years. We may need to look back to history to find practical solutions to improve safety. 
How was the process for implementation of certain technologies (TCAS for example)? We should 
stimulate the involvement of other sectors.

Aviation is no longer in the front seat of innovation, there is a need for the aviation actors to learn from 
the other sectors (IT, bank, automotive, etc.). The arena should be broadened. A structured dialogue 
with other communities should be established. The Flightpath 2050 goals are based on the snapshot 
of today’s situation, they are just a snapshot exercise. We should look at the future on a scenario-based 
aspect. The only way to predict the future is to invent the future!

The business model of the industry is to look at the money invested vs. the return on investment. 
Assessing the amount of research finally put into service is a daunting task. Reasons for not implementing 
research range from lack of investment to no new projects. So many projects are practically unknown 
to industry. We should help disseminate research results more throughout Europe, and outreach to the 
industry more than we do today.

The OPTICS repository could help improve access to safety relevant material by topic.

Through predictive risk assessment, we should be able to identify emerging risks from new technology, 
new environment (climate changes), new operations, new user needs, etc. This should help sketch a 
portfolio of emerging risks.

www.optics-project.eu
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EASA is developing standards 
on transport of lithium batteries,  
cabin air quality, flight time 
limitations, cybersecurity and 
safe operations for drones. 

Aviation safety research direction: the EASA view
Emmanuel Isambert, EASA

Emmanuel started by recapitulating quick facts about Safety-oriented research, which covers quite 
a collection of objectives (Design, Operations, Training, Risk analysis, new threats) plus the impact of 
changes to air transport (e.g. environmental protection) and the impact of security threats. In the US 
National Aviation Research Plan (NARP), the first R&D principle is titled “Improve safety” and the 2016 
FAA Annual budget amounted to 130 million USD. In the EU, more than 20 programmes cover safety 
and there is scarce budget.

As far as the ACARE SRIA “Certification & Standardisation” enabler is concerned, OPTICS has assessed 
more than 28 projects covering development assurance, validation and certification. But, there are still 
some gaps identified by OPTICS such as the systematic use of operational datasets to support approval 
and verification processes. The OPTICS workshops have also acknowledged new streams for research: 
workshop #2 (use operational data, new V&V methods) and workshop #3 (set and monitor targets).
Emmanuel then presented the four strategic objectives of EASA Research Strategy:

 ∙ Get ready for the Global Context
 ∙ Reduce Time-To-market
 ∙ Cohesive Research Planning and Monitoring
 ∙ Enable Urgent Aviation research Actions

The European Plan for Aviation Safety (EPAS) was also presented. EPAS provides a risk analysis of 
operational, systemic and emerging safety issues and agreed action plans via rulemaking, safety 
promotion, focussed oversight and research.

EASA is currently developing key aviation standards on specific safety issues: transport of lithium 
batteries, cabin air quality, flight time limitations and cybersecurity. It is also developing environmental 
protection standards and preparing safe operations for drones while monitoring developments in the 
use of big data technologies for risk assessment. EASA current working areas: 
 ∙ Develop mechanisms for enabling urgent research
 ∙ Support the programming and coordination of R&D actions
 ∙ Prepare for the deployment of innovation

www.optics-project.eu
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KLM called for a global safety 
culture, one that would foster 
sharing of data and safety 
knowledge.

There is the false perception 
that maximum safety can be 
obtained through a maximum 
level of automation.

Within these last 40 years, 
car-safety has been increased 
40 times while flight safety has 
been increased by only 4 times.

Questions from the participants focused on how to improve the FAA/EASA/EU cooperation and the  
harmonization of EASA & FAA rules. There is an initiative started by the ACARE INCO group to develop an 
EU/US platform. They already had a first meeting and the second one is planned at Le Bourget air show. 
There is currently more coordination in certification but not so much in operations. It might be a good idea 
to develop a network of practitioners (notably on Human Factors) to potentially address research gaps and 
develop sharing of knowledge. On the comparison of budget between US & EU, one should also take into 
account on the EU side all the European research centres budgets (DLR, NLR, CIRA, etc.) plus all aviation 
relevant research funded from other parts of the EU Work Programmes (energy, ICT, structural funds, etc.). 
A discussion also took place on airline data sensitivity, which might hinder sharing. KLM called for a global 
safety culture, one which would foster sharing of data and safety knowledge.

Do passengers feel safer? 
Willy Smeulders, European Passenger’s Federation

The European Passenger’s Federation (EPF) was founded in 2002 and now includes 21 countries, including 
Russia. Willy pointed out that for the passenger, feeling safe & secure is almost the same and indeed, many 
aspects of safety and security are specialist material. For passengers the feeling of safety is more important 
than the actual (objective) degree of safety or security.

For the time being, aviation passengers’ expectations are not known and Willy presented findings from 
the UK Rail Passenger survey whose passengers declared most unsafe and unsecure feelings come 
from other passengers and that they feel most safe through staff presence and good information. For 
EPF, Safety (and security) research is technology-driven and focussed on output in hard and tangible 
measures, whereas the psychological and societal aspects of security and safety are overlooked and 
ignored. As far as research projects are concerned, more partners with specific knowledge (behaviour, 
perception, societal sciences) should be included. Willy concluded by strongly advocating the 
involvement of the passenger in research and development.

Aviation safety research: a view from the cockpit
Manfred Mueller, Lufthansa

Manfred started by asking bluntly the question: Do we need flight safety research? As a matter of 
fact, there is a widespread public perception that flying is already ultra-safe, so no additional effort 
is required and moreover, European Legislation guarantees flight safety. In addition, the whole sector 
is focused on cutting costs. There is also the false perception that maximum safety can be obtained 
through a maximum level of automation.

40 years ago driving to the airport was the most dangerous part of an airline flight but within these last 
40 years, car-safety has been increased 40 times while flight safety has been increased by only 4 times.

Regarding loss of control in flight, the standard type-rating courses are not enough. Unusual attitude 
training needs to be optimized and manual/basic flying skills have to be improved (e.g. by using 
centrifuge simulators, adding realistic ATC communications to increase the workload in simulators, 
mandatory pilot performance testing, etc.). The current legal framework hinders improvements. EASA 
creates rules and demands “compliance” but EASA does not guarantee that such compliance will assure 
safety because airlines are responsible for Flight Safety.  This has led to consequences:
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 ∙ “Design freeze” in safety innovation;
 ∙ Major improvements are blocked by established Quality Management-structures;
 ∙ Financial considerations have priority and there is continuous improvement process 
      only if cost-neutral.

Due to economic pressures, there is under-reporting of safety critical incidents. Manfred chose the example 
of the 30 min. final reserve fuel. This rule was implemented more than 50 years ago, when there were only 
low complexity airplanes in operation and low traffic density. Is this 30-minute final reserve fuel rule still 
sufficient nowadays? Studies show that the ACARE safety goal now requires an increase of the final reserve 
fuel to 45 minutes. 
ANSPs reacted that it might be difficult to ask passengers to be ready to pay for the extra fuel on board, 
while airlines are requesting ANSPs to reduce the costs and RP3 targets are going to cripple ANSPs’ safety 
budget. The cost-saving issue is a major worry for the community as it will ultimately impact safety. 
Airlines should not compete on safety as different airlines have different Safety Management Systems 
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EASA expects increased 
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with standards bodies in 
the future.

Towards more business friendly standardization & certification
Pascal Medal, EASA

EASA has widely used Industry Standards to develop its certification (over 400 Industry Standards 
are referenced in the EASA Certification Specifications, Acceptable Means of Compliances and ETSOs).  
The trend for EASA is to move towards an increasingly performance-based regulatory approach, 
utilising Industry Standards as MoCs. ICAO is also moving in the same direction (performance-based 
regulation), supporting performance-based standards by technical specifications (Industry Standards), 
while maintaining several prescriptive ICAO standards. Potential difficulties were underlined by Pascal:

 ∙ Duplication of effort between standards bodies and potential for differences;
 ∙ Sponsoring standards development vs. encouraging standards development;
 ∙ Selection of the standards body and assignment of tasking is done on a 
     case-by-case basis.

Pascal concluded by stating that Industry Standards are essential to the proper functioning of an 
international safety driven activity such as aviation. To support performance-based rules and risk-
based safety management, EASA expects increased involvement and co-operation with standards 
bodies in the future in a coordinated manner

Does human factors research need to be re-focused? 
Simone Pozzi, Deep Blue

For Simone, based on the OPTICS assessment, the answer to the question “Does HF research need to be 
re-focused?” is definitely “Yes” but the good news is that we are now in a stronger position to do that.

For the SRIA Enabler Passenger Management, 1 project has now been identified and 2 new ones have 
started in H2020 and still need to be assessed. In the enabler Human-centred automation, seamless 
operations & maintenance is not really addressed. This enabler has such a wide-scope that OPTICS 
recommended reducing its scope to ACARE for the next edition of SRIA. The main research stream 
identified is in technology prototypes & methods for analysis. For this enabler and for the enabler 
New crew & team concepts, we are definitely ‘stuck in the middle’, i.e. research is of medium maturity 
without progressing to products that can be easily picked up by industry. Therefore research is done 
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but not really adopted. For the enabler New crew and team concepts there is no research on team/
organisational aspects and none on the cultural dimension of personnel & organisations.

Globally, there is no consolidation of past research, and there is duplication at EU & national level.  
The community is fragmented, as there is no proper arena to share results and no shared 
understanding of what automation is, with the term being used as a buzz-word and not linked 
to some benefits being sought. Sometimes there is even some resistance from the end users. We 
need a consolidation (CSA-like) project to harvest the results of automation research including that 
done in other transport modes. General Aviation and RPAS pilots should be included in the scope 
of research. There is a need for more exploratory projects with a focus on disruptive automation 
concepts. We should also tackle the issue at system level, and not just be technology-driven. More 
research is definitely needed on Passenger Management.

Is there a business model of aviation safety research in Europe? 
Vanessa Arrigoni, Deep Blue & Mariken Everdij, NLR

Mariken & Vanessa explained that the purpose of the OPTICS Socio-economic impact assessment 
(SEIA) is to support the understanding and provide evidence of the broad societal impact of Aviation 
Safety Research conducted in Europe. SEIA addresses:

 ∙ Research capacity: Are we well-equipped to do world-leading Safety Research?
 ∙ Societal benefits: Does European Safety Research contribute to the well-being of  
     society?  Is European Aviation Safety Research actually addressing the European 
                          Top Safety Risks?
 ∙ Economic impact: Is Safety Research giving Europe a competitive edge in the global market?

When addressing the industry uptake of safety research, OPTICS found that more cooperation is 
needed between the research community and standardisation and regulation bodies. The earlier the 
collaboration starts, the better.

When addressing the question: How well are investments in safety research allocated? OPTICS findings 
show that the available dataset is not complete but globally the amount of European money invested 
in Aviation Safety Research in the period 2008 to 2019 amounts to €335.965.000 (European Union 
contribution) corresponding to an economic value of about €558.548.000 (Total budget). Most of the 
funding goes to enabler number 7 ‘Resilience by design’, followed by enabler 3 ‘Operational mission 
Management systems and procedures’ and 6 ‘Standardisation and Certification’.

As far as coverage & maturity are concerned, we seem to be ‘stuck in the middle’. The critical barrier 
towards industry uptake seems to be the legal ease of adoption. Legal constraints are thus the main 
barrier, followed by the cost of adoption. The various enablers seem to require different business 
models, differentiated by maturity levels, too. The current business model of progressive maturity 
increase, with industry take-up after TRL 6, does not apply to all safety research topics. It is effective 
for very specific and concrete problems (e.g. icing, or airborne separation), less so for larger or non-
technology driven research areas (e.g. System-wide SMS, Safety radar, Human Factors).

To determine whether the top European safety risks are being addressed, OPTICS matched the EASA 
top safety risk areas to the level of contribution of projects identified. Some key risk areas are barely 
covered by research activities explicitly addressing these issues, while aircraft system failure &  aircraft 
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upset in flight concentrate resources but mostly with low-medium contribution. Ground collision & 
ground handling seems not to be covered [this may be picked up in SESAR2020]. There might be a need 
to ensure the mapping of SRIA to “known risks”. The main blocking points for safety research uptake are: 
 ∙ Industry involvement;
 ∙ Cooperation with the Regulator;
 ∙ Legal, economic and organisational ease of adoption.
Yet, there is positive evidence:
 ∙ Good coupling of research with certification;
 ∙ Effectiveness of the current model for very specific and concrete problems.

As a conclusion, Vanessa indicated that we may need different business models for different 
enablers & different maturity levels. There is clearly a need for future research to identify socio-
economic blocking points and the best Research & Innovation business models.
Maps have been developed by OPTICS to locate the most active European centres of expertise in safety 
research and these will be made available shortly on the OPTICS web site.

Is human factors research making cockpits safer? 
Kathy Abbott, FAA
Kathy started her presentation by reminding participants that not everybody looks at risk the same 
way. In the US, all research in Human Factors has to be justified as support to regulatory material.
Looking specifically at Flight Path Management, the following questions are relevant:
 ∙ How much do pilots fly manually today?
 ∙ How do we define “manual”?
 ∙ How often do pilots need to practice?
A Safety Alert For Operators (SAFO) has been issued encouraging not only training but also practicing, as 
these are not the same. Practice on line should be allowed. Regarding the Management of automated 
systems, the following topics can be explored:
 ∙ When to turn on or off?
 ∙ Mode awareness
 ∙ “Levels” of automation? (cognitive echelons, etc.)
 ∙ Dealing with anomalies or confusion
 ∙ Type of automated system (control, information, management)
For Pilot Training Research:
 ∙ Training for the Unexpected: is resilience training the solution 
    to preparing pilots for the unexpected?
 ∙ Training effectiveness
 ∙ Crew resource management
To address the complexity of airspace procedures:
 ∙ Procedure design
 ∙ Cartographic design
 ∙ Operational interaction
Kathy listed potential topics for collaboration with the EU including the following:
 ∙ Resilience – solution for training for the unexpected?
 ∙ Safety I to Safety II?
 ∙ Flight deck culture/Organizational culture
 ∙ Technology hype cycle (Gartner model)

Answering the question in the title of her speech, Kathy answered that “Yes, human factors research 
is making cockpits safer but many projects don’t produce data in a form directly available and it takes 
more than research to improve safety.”
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How can airports and airlines mitigate runway excursion risks? 
Gerard Van Es, NLR

On behalf of FutureSky Safety, Gerard indicated figures that show that the number of runway excursions 
has remained pretty stable over the past few years. In addition to the operators, several actors can help 
reduce runway excursions from happening: the regulator, airports, ATC, and manufacturers. FutureSky 
Safety has been focusing on advanced methods for the analysis of flight data for runway veer-off risk 
factors and new concepts to prevent excursions or mitigate their consequences.
Monitoring veer-off risk through FDM requires studying typical factors of interest, which are often not 
monitored by airlines:
 ∙ Actual crosswind;
 ∙ Touchdown (rate of descent and point on runway);
 ∙ Use of rudder during ground roll;
 ∙ Lateral deviation during ground roll;
 ∙ Runway condition;
 ∙ Asymmetrical thrust.

Gerard highlighted Data fusion (the combination of diverse data sources to enhance understanding of 
risk) and the work undertaken by FutureSky Safety to provide:
 ∙ A better understanding of braking performance;
 ∙ Predictive tools for airports through a series of flight tests on very wet runway; 
 ∙ The development of a runway water-depth predictive model.

As a consequence, the runway excursion research undertaken within FutureSky Safety should lead to 
practical application.

Drones – what are the likely top risks, and what is the research that needs to 
be done to tackle them? 
Mike Lissone, EUROCONTROL

Mike presented EUROCONTROL’s approach to RPAS ATM integration, pointing out that a dedicated Air 
Traffic Management CONOPS is required to:
 ∙ Pave the way to future procedures and regulations
 ∙ Foster RPAS activity whilst providing adequate safety levels for airspace users  
     and ground third parties
 ∙ Guarantee that the current airspace users will be impacted only if 
    absolutely necessary
There are currently 20 000 companies operating on a daily basis over the EUROCONTROL area. These 
operators will be subject to the EASA NPA approach with 3 categories: open, specific and certified. The 
outcome of the SESAR JU European Drones Outlook Study assumed an economic potential of 10 Billion 
EUR. 

The EUROCONTROL RPAS ATM CONOPS Final version (4.0) is now available online. It is:
flexible: it is independent from continuously evolving scenarios
generic: it addresses any RPAS category or technology
operationally oriented: it provides an operational ATM perspective based on areas of operations
opening the door to standardized contingency procedures
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The CONOPS is a visionary document, not an implementation plan. As such it is based on the following logic:
 ∙ Area of operation
 ∙ Class of RPAS traffic
 ∙ Class of airspace
 ∙ Category of RPAS (from EASA CONOPS)

7 RPAS classes of traffic have been defined:
 ∙ Class I: Reserved for RPAS EASA cat A (VLOS only);
 ∙ Class II: Free route (VLOS and BVLOS);
 ∙ Class III: Organized commercial medium/long haul traffic (BVLOS);
 ∙ Class IV: Special operations (this category of RPAS traffic conducts
 ∙ Class V: IFR/VFR operations outside the Network not flying SIDs and STARs. 

In this environment, RPAS not meeting Network performance requirements will be able to operate 
without negatively impacting manned aviation. Operations at airports will be accommodated through 
segregation of launch and recovery.
 ∙ Class VI: IFR operations, including Network, TMA and Airport operations with RPAS 
capable of flying SIDs and STARs as designed for manned operations. These are either manned 
transport aircraft enabled to fly unmanned with similar capabilities or new types able to meet the set 
performance requirements for the Network, TMA and airports.
 ∙ Class VII: IFR operations above FL600 and transiting in non-segregated airspace.

Risks & mitigations for sub-orbital, IFR, VLL were presented as well as the research requirements.
Mike concluded that ‘we can get it done’, but we need:
 ∙ A clearer vision
 ∙ Funding for key research
 ∙ A shared, global perspective
 ∙ More people working on the ‘how’
 ∙ A better understanding of this agile/fragile business environment
 ∙ To update ATM for low-level

Questions from the floor addressed the issue of growth forecast: is it realistic? There is definitely a need 
to improve drone detection tools and mini ADS-B receivers could be used for this purpose. A bid for a 
SESAR large-scale demo has been launched and will potentially allow progress in this area.
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Panel discussion & Wrap up
The representative for the European Passengers’ Federation said some worrying issues had been raised 
during the workshop. Passengers should be prepared for the increase in drones so that they are not 
afraid when they start operating in an even more visible way. Willy advocated more research on the 
psychological & social impact of behaviour for passengers & crews: how can they be prepared to accept 
the coming changes and how can the impact of terrorism be minimized? Cooperation between the 
different modes should be reinforced as we have much to learn from each other (sharing best practices 
and research results).

For Manfred Mueller, the fact that this OPTICS event gathers all stakeholders in one room is reason 
for optimism. He agreed that passengers need to be informed of safety issues (drones, fuel on board, 
pilot training needs, fatigue, etc.) so that they can influence their resolution. There needs to be a closer 
cooperation between the research community, the operators and the legislator.

Pascal Medal supported a more proactive EASA and would like the regulator to be more inclusive 
of industry through formal discussion panels before standards and certification are defined.  
He was convinced we are now heading in the right direction.

Kathy Abbott pointed out that the 2 workshop themes (Are we doing the right research? Are we 
meeting the industry’s needs?) might be difficult to reconcile. The regulator should ensure the right 
balance between facilitating the economic growth of the sector and ensuring safety for the public. 
Whatever business model is used for research, it should in no way overcome public safety. 

Pablo Perez-Illana reminded participants that the EC is currently preparing the 2018-2020 calls of 
Horizon2020. Potential topics include: Human Factors, safety of drones and drones for safety, and 
weather hazards/icing. Horizon 2020 is open to all aviation stakeholders, including operators and 
users/passengers. Their actual needs are key for research and innovation. The EC strongly encourages 
airline participation to the calls – Horizon 2020 funds 100% of all direct costs. EASA is now playing 
a stronger role in the co-definition of safety research and there is much openness for international 
cooperation in H2020. Topics are generally open and not really prescriptive which gives room for a wide 
range of potential projects. One remaining issue is the uptake of previous research. We need to ensure 
an extra added value for re-use. Pablo congratulated OPTICS for all the work done and concluded he 
felt aviation safety research now has much more exposure.

The fact that this OPTICS 
event gathers all stakeholders 
in one room is reason 
for optimism.

EASA would like to be more 
inclusive of industry.

Whatever business model is 
used for research, it should in 
no way overcome public safety.

Horizon 2020 is open to all 
aviation stakeholders including 
operators and users/passengers. 
Their actual needs are key for 
research and innovation

Passengers should be prepared 
for the increase in drones so 
that they are not afraid when 
they start operating in an even 
more visible way.
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